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Do you notice the jump?
We utilize regression discontinuity (RD) design to perform our analysis of the the MLDA in Utah. RD 
analysis compares groups of individuals close to a determined threshold, and describes the difference (if 
any) in the intercept of the estimated slope intercept at the threshold. Since other unobserved factors for 
vehicle drivers and passengers are likely to trend smoothly across the age 21 threshold, we are able to 
interpret changes in the outcome variable (auto accidents)  as we would in a randomized experiment.
The magnitude and statistical significance of the  jumps in  Figures (1) and (2) above are reported in 
Tables (2) and (3). The reported coefficients represent the percentage increase in the number of auto 
accidents at age 21. 
Background: Existing economic and scientific research support the existence of minimum legal drinking age (MLDA) laws as an 
effective measure for reducing damages related to youth and young adult alcohol consumption. Although MLDA laws are 
effective at reducing these negative effects, many teenagers and young adults under the MLDA are adversely affected as they 
illegally obtain and consume alcohol. 
Questions: How effective is the MLDA at reducing the negative effects of alcohol on youth and young adults? Are minors (those 
under the MLDA) more likely to be involved in a crash if they have a passenger in their car who has recently gained legal access 
to alcohol?
Approach: We use data on Utah automobile accidents to estimate the effects of the MLDA. Our analysis uses a regression 
discontinuity design (see below) to analyze alcohol-related automobile accidents. We perform this analysis for all drivers near the 
MLDA (Figure 1, Table 2), as well as for vehicles whose driver is under age 21, and whose senior passenger is near their 21st 
birthday (Figure 2, Table 3).
Results: We find a significant increase in alcohol-related automobile accidents as individuals pass the age 21 MLDA. This 
increase is stronger for males (36.8%, p=.000) than for females (16.1%, p= .024). These results suggest that the effects of the 
MLDA are larger than previous estimates have indicated. We also find a significant increase in accidents for vehicles driven by 
minors as the oldest passenger in the vehicle gains legal access to alcohol (15.4%, p=.060). 
